Application of Circular 230 to
State or Local Bond Opinions
Notice 2005–47
The purpose of this notice is to provide
interim guidance and information concerning State or local bond opinions under
Treasury Department Circular No. 230, 31
C.F.R. part 10 (Circular 230). Specifically,
this notice provides (1) interim guidance
relating to the definition of State or local
bond opinion in section 10.35(b)(9) of Circular 230 and (2) information on changes
to the requirements that are under consideration for State or local bond opinions.
BACKGROUND
On December 20, 2004, the Treasury
Department and the IRS published in the
Federal Register final regulations setting
standards for practice before the IRS relating to written advice provided by tax practitioners (the Final Covered Opinion Regulations). The Treasury Department and
the IRS simultaneously issued a notice of
proposed rulemaking (the Proposed Regulations) proposing standards for practice
before the IRS relating to State or local
bond opinions. Section 10.35 of the Final
Covered Opinion Regulations is effective
for written advice rendered after June 20,
2005, and section 10.39 of the Proposed
Regulations is proposed to be effective no
sooner than 120 days after final regulations
are published in the Federal Register.
Section 10.35 sets forth the requirements applicable to covered opinions.
A covered opinion is written advice (including electronic communications) that
concerns one or more Federal tax issues
arising from: (1) a listed transaction; (2)
any plan or arrangement, the principal purpose of which is the avoidance or evasion
of any tax; or (3) any plan or arrangement, a significant purpose of which is the
avoidance or evasion of tax if the written
advice (A) is a reliance opinion, (B) is a
marketed opinion, (C) is subject to conditions of confidentiality, or (D) is subject
to contractual protection. Written advice
regarding a plan or arrangement having
a significant purpose of tax avoidance or
evasion is excluded from the definition of
covered opinion if the written advice (1)
concerns the qualification of a qualified
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plan, (2) is a State or local bond opinion,
or (3) is included in documents required to
be filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission. The Final Covered Opinion
Regulations also adopt an exclusion for
certain preliminary advice and allow practitioners to provide limited scope opinions
in some circumstances.
A State or local bond opinion is not subject to the requirements of section 10.35,
but will be subject to proposed section
10.39 when it is finalized. Under the Final Covered Opinion Regulations, a State
or local bond opinion is defined as written advice with respect to a Federal tax
issue included in any materials delivered
to a purchaser of a State or local bond in
connection with the issuance of the bond
in a public or private offering, including
an official statement (if one is prepared),
that concerns only the excludability of interest on a State or local bond from gross
income under section 103 of the Internal
Revenue Code, the application of section
55 of the Internal Revenue Code to a State
or local bond, the status of a State or local bond as a qualified tax-exempt obligation under section 265(b)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, the status of a State
or local bond as a qualified zone academy
bond under section 1397E of the Internal
Revenue Code, or any combination of the
above. Under the Final Covered Opinion
Regulations, written advice with respect to
a Federal tax issue involving a State or local bond that does not meet this definition
is subject generally to the standards in section 10.35. Written advice with respect to
one of the four enumerated issues involving a State or local bond that is delivered
other than at the time of issuance is subject
generally to the standards in section 10.35.

under section 10.35(b)(9) until the Treasury Department and the IRS amend the
regulations:
§ 10.35 Requirements for covered opinions.
*****
(b) * * *
(9) State or local bond opinion. A State
or local bond opinion is written advice (including electronic communications) that
concerns —
(i) The excludability of interest on a
State or local bond from gross income under section 103 of the Internal Revenue
Code;
(ii) The status of a State or local bond as
a qualified zone academy bond under section 1397E of the Internal Revenue Code;
(iii) One or more other Federal tax issues reasonably related and ancillary to advice described in paragraph (b)(9)(i) or (ii)
of this section. Such issues include, but are
not limited to—
(A) The application of section 55 of the
Internal Revenue Code to a State or local
bond;
(B) Whether a State or local bond has
been reissued for Federal tax purposes;
(C) The status of a State or local bond
as a qualified tax-exempt obligation under
section 265(b)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code;
(D) The treatment of original issue discount or premium on a State or local bond
under the Internal Revenue Code; and
(E) Whether the organization that is
borrowing the proceeds of the State or local bond is described in section 501(c)(3)
of the Internal Revenue Code; or
(iv) Any combination of the above.

INTERIM GUIDANCE

EFFECTIVE DATE FOR INTERIM
GUIDANCE

Commentators have requested clarification regarding the scope of the definition of State or local bond opinion and the
treatment of opinions relating to State or
local bonds that may be subject to the standards in section 10.35. In response to these
comments, the Treasury Department and
the IRS have determined that the definition
of State or local bond opinion in section
10.35 should be amended. Accordingly,
the IRS will apply the following interim
definition of State or local bond opinion

This interim definition of State or local bond opinion is applicable to opinions rendered after June 20, 2005. Thus,
when the Final Covered Opinion Regulations go into effect, the requirements in
section 10.35 for covered opinions will not
apply to an opinion that meets the interim
definition of State or local bond opinion
set forth in this notice. This relief applies
regardless of whether the amendment to
section 10.35 has been published prior to
June 20, 2005.
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June 27, 2005

CHANGES TO PROPOSED SECTION
10.39 UNDER CONSIDERATION
The Treasury Department and the IRS
also are considering other modifications to
the requirements for State or local bond
opinions in the Proposed Regulations, including, but not limited to: adding a provision that would permit a practitioner under
certain circumstances to render an opinion
that addresses less than all the significant
Federal tax issues raised by a State or local bond issue; and permitting exclusions
from the requirements of section 10.39 for
opinions that would otherwise be State or
local bond opinions if the opinion is a preliminary, post-filing, or negative opinion,
or is in-house counsel advice, similar to the
exclusions for these opinions from the requirements for covered opinions in section
10.35.
DRAFTING INFORMATION
The principal authors of this notice are
Heather L. Dostaler of the Office of Associate Chief Counsel (Procedure & Administration) and Vicki Tsilas of the Office of Associate Chief Counsel (Tax Exempt/Government Entities). For further
information regarding this notice, contact
Heather L. Dostaler at (202) 622–4940 or
Vicki Tsilas at (202) 622–3980 (not tollfree numbers).

26 CFR 601.105: Examination of returns and claims
for refund, credit, or abatement; determination of
correct tax liability.
(Also Part 1, §§ 23, 137.)

Rev. Proc. 2005–31
SECTION 1. PURPOSE
This revenue procedure provides safe
harbors for determining the finality of
an adoption of a foreign-born child for
federal income tax purposes. It finalizes the revenue procedure proposed in
Notice 2003–15, 2003–1 C.B. 540. Announcement 2005–45, 2005–26 I.R.B.
1377, discusses the comments received
in response to Notice 2003–15 and the
changes made by this revenue procedure
to the proposed revenue procedure. This
revenue procedure also provides guidance
on the treatment of re-adoption expenses.

June 27, 2005

SECTION 2. BACKGROUND
.01 Section 23 of the Internal Revenue
Code allows a credit for qualified adoption
expenses (QAE) paid or incurred by an individual in connection with the adoption
of an eligible child. Section 137 provides
an exclusion from an employee’s gross income for QAE paid or incurred by the employer under an adoption assistance program. See Notice 97–9, 1997–1 C.B. 365,
for general guidance concerning the credit
under § 23 and the exclusion under § 137.
.02 QAE are defined in § 23(d)(1) and
Notice 97–9 as reasonable and necessary
adoption fees, court costs, attorney’s fees,
traveling expenses (including amounts expended for meals and lodging) while away
from home, and other expenses directly related to, and for the principal purpose of,
the legal adoption of an eligible child by
the taxpayer.
.03 Under § 23(d)(2), an eligible child is
an individual who has not attained age 18
or who is physically or mentally incapable
of caring for himself. Section 23(d)(1)(C)
provides that a stepchild is not an eligible
child.
.04 Section 23(a)(2)(A) provides the
general rule that, for QAE paid or incurred
before the taxable year in which the adoption is final, the credit is allowed in the
taxable year that follows the taxable year
in which the QAE are paid or incurred. For
QAE paid or incurred during or after the
taxable year in which the adoption is final,
the credit is allowed for the taxable year in
which the QAE are paid or incurred. Sec.
23(a)(2)(B). For a foreign adoption, however, § 23(e) provides that (1) the credit
is allowed only if the adoption becomes
final, and (2) QAE paid or incurred in
any taxable year before the taxable year
in which the adoption becomes final are
treated as paid or incurred in the taxable
year in which the adoption becomes final. Rules similar to those under § 23(e)
apply under § 137(e) for purposes of the
exclusion for employer-provided adoption
assistance.
.05 The Intercountry Adoption Act
of 2000, Pub. L. 106–279, 42 U.S.C.
§§ 14901–14954 (IAA), will implement
the Hague Convention on Protection of
Children and Co-operation in Respect of
Intercountry Adoption (the Convention).
See Senate Treaty Doc. 105–51 (Sept. 20,
2000). When the Convention enters into
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force in the United States, the IAA generally will apply to Convention adoptions
(adoptions in which both the sending and
the receiving countries are parties to the
Convention).
.06 Section 301 of the IAA (42 U.S.C.
§ 14931) provides rules for certification
of Convention adoptions. A Convention
adoption subject to the IAA will be final
for federal income tax purposes (1) in the
taxable year for which the Secretary of
State certifies as final an adoption subject
to § 301(b), or (2) in the year in which the
state court enters a final decree of adoption
for an adoption subject to § 301(c).
.07 A discussion of the IAA and the
Convention can be found in Hague Convention on Intercountry Adoption; Intercountry Adoption Act of 2000; Accreditation of Agencies; Approval of Persons;
Preservation of Convention Records,
68 Fed. Reg. 54064 (September 15,
2003) (proposed rules to be codified at 22
C.F.R. pts. 96, 98). General information
about foreign adoptions can be accessed
through the Department of State web site
at http://www.state.gov and the Department of Homeland Security web site at
http://www.immigration.gov.
SECTION 3. SCOPE
This revenue procedure applies to taxpayers who claim the adoption credit or exclusion for QAE paid or incurred in connection with the adoption of a foreign-born
child, except adoptions for which the Convention and the IAA determine finality.
This revenue procedure does not apply to
the adoption of a child who is a citizen or
resident of the United States at the time the
adoption process commences.
SECTION 4. DEFINITIONS
The following definitions apply for purposes of this revenue procedure.
.01 Foreign-born child. An eligible
child (within the meaning of § 23(d)(2))
who is not a citizen or resident of the
United States at the time the adoption
process commences.
.02 Orphan. A foreign-born child who
is under the age of 16 at the time an immigration petition is filed on the child’s behalf, and
(1) who has suffered the death or disappearance of, or abandonment or desertion
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